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President’s Comments—May 2018
Behind the Lens with Mike King
Thanks to Erin Bell for the informative program
last month on “Introduction to Digital Media—
Sharing Online”. The program opened discussions
on what we as Photographers should expect from
Social Media and the safe practices that we need
to be aware of when using these platforms. She
has offered the program in a file for anyone that
would like to review the content. If you would like
a PDF copy (12mb) of her presentation, let me
know by phone or email. (see below)

downfalls. Can you imagine carrying something
like this lens around? Look closely, this photographer is carrying three large lenses.
My question is, where is the tripod?
Photo copied from the internet (no credit given)
I got lucky that day, being at the right place at
the right time with a good enough lens . . .

This month’s photo show is on Wildlife Photography. One of my greatest joys is to wander outside in nature in search of capturing that “great”
photo of a bird or animal. The practice of becoming part of the landscape without being seen is
very challenging while having the equipment to
zoom in on the subject.
At times not having the longest lens needed or the
proper angle is a challenge we as photographers
all know too well. Competing with nature and the
elements, trying to secure that once in a lifetime
image, can sometimes result in a great photo or
just a story about the event. Is an extreme long
lens the answer? Have you ever tried just staying
still in nature and waiting to see if you can become invisible?
Nature Photography
and the lens. What
is the right lens for
nature and wildlife
photography? Some
will say, “The lens
you have”. I have
added the photo
here to let you
know that having
the ideal lens has its
benefits as well

Mike King
APC President
mking0379@gmail.com
336-260-0379
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
By: Carole Barnard
Membership Chair
At our April meeting, we welcomed three new members. David Asher
joined as a single member and Scott and Ethel Duvall joined as a
family membership. We had 33 members in attendance and 4 guests.
Our membership now stands at 60. Imagine our Club by the end of
the year!
There are very interesting things happening in our Club in the coming
months and we know our new members will enjoy the benefit of belonging to our active, friendly Club. Our Newsletter is a special benefit of being a member of our Club because of the outstanding informative tutorials our Editor includes that are helpful for all levels
of photographers.
Stay tuned, it only gets better! - Carole
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Member Photos from 2017

Gene Lentz
Elmon Coe
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MAY 21ST PhotoShow—Wildlife
Ivan Baez, PhotoShow Chair
We encourage ALL members to submit photographs to our bimonthly Photo Show and
would like to see EVERYONE represented!

We try to keep the number of photos to 50. To accommodate this we ask that you submit a
maximum of two (2) photos. We may only use 1 of your photos based on the number of
entries. You will be asked to indicate your preferred photo in the file name of each photo (1
or 2). Please see the File Name section. If you have any issues with formatting, please let
me know (apcphotoshow@gmail.com) and I will be happy to help.



Submission Details
Number of Entries
Two (2) entries per member. Please indicate your preferred photo with the number 1.
Size
As large as you can send it. Please do not submit anything smaller than 1024x768.
Format
.jpg or .png
File Name
Please rename your photos using the following format: first name_last name_ 1 or 2
(preferred photo) _meeting date (month and year only).
Example: Ivan_Baez_1_5-18.jpg, Ivan_Baez_2_5-18.jpg
Email
Email Address—Send all images to: apcphotoshow@gmail.com
Email Subject line—Please put the month and your initials. Example: May IB

Entry deadline
9AM on Monday, May 14, 2018
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Guidelines for the 2018 APC Exhibit at the Paramount
Address: 128 E. Front Street, Burlington, NC
Date: June 15, 2018 - August 13, 2018
Drop off date & time

June 13th 12:00 – 3:00

Pick up date & time

August 15th 12:00 – 3:00

Reception date & time

June 16th 6 - 8 PM

Exhibit Guideline: All images to be exhibited must be either matted and framed, or on canvas or
on metal. They must also be properly wired (no saw tooth hangers) for hanging.
Size Requirements: Prefer 16 X 20 matted and framed or on canvas 16 X 20 or larger. If you have
viewed exhibits at the Paramount, you know the large walls suit larger images. There is a limited
amount of space suitable for smaller images, so a limited number of 12 X 16 matted and framed and
11 X 14 canvas will be accepted. Please confirm availability of space with Sandra Whitesell.
Identification: Each item for exhibit must have a label on the back with the following: Photographer’s Name, Title of Image, Medium, and Price. If you do not want to sell the photo, list as NFS.
Title Card Information: You must provide to Sandra by June 1st the Title card information as per
the following information so labels can be prepared—Photographers Name, Title of Image, Medium
and Price. This should also include the size for verification of size accepted. Sandra must also provide
this information to Alamance Arts.
Digital Image: When you send your Title Information to Sandra, please send a digital image to her
(sandracecil65@bellsouth.net) and copy Mike King (MKing0379@gmail.com) These digital images
will be used in the Christmas program and may also be used as part of our Exhibit Publicity.
Number of images: Each member will be allowed to exhibit two (2) images. If you want to exhibit
more than two, please advise Sandra and depending upon space available, you may be allowed to
exhibit more than the two. We think there will be space to handle 50 or more images.
Exhibit Fee: Each Photo Entry will require a $5.00 entry fee. Please use correct change if using cash
or by check payable to Alamance Photography Club. Fees will be collected on the drop off date.
Pricing: For pricing your image, plan on paying a commission of 20% if sold.

Thank you,
Sandra Whitesell, Exhibit Chairman
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography
By Morkel Erasmus

Ever since digital SLR technology has become more readily available, more and more people have become photography enthusiasts, and more and more photography enthusiasts
have started venturing into a genre previously reserved for only a select few…Wildlife Photography. It seems that this field, in conjunction with Landscape Photography, has really
seen a huge growth spurt in these last few years…at least as it pertains to the amount of
people practicing them as serious hobbyists or budding professionals. This is especially
true in my native country of South Africa, where it’s long been many a family’s tradition to
visit legendary self-drive safari locations such as the Kruger National Park. Having neighboring countries like Namibia, Botswana and Zimbabwe also doesn’t affect this trend negatively!
Yet, spend some time on
your favorite online photography forum (at least those
that allow the posting of
photos) or on other sites
like Facebook, Google+ or
Flickr where photo-sharing
is common…and you might
notice that not every photo
taken of a wild animal really
speaks to you. I’m not sure
whether many folks just
snap away and hope the image comes out half-decent, or whether many just think that
they’re doing their subjects justice when the truth cannot be further from it. Let me say
outright that no offense is intended and I also take photos that fall into these categories –
in fact I do it on every photographic trip that I undertake. Yet, it’s stepping beyond that and
getting that rare image that ticks all the right boxes that we all need to strive for, and to be
prepared when the opportunity comes along to capture it.
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued
In today’s article, I will attempt to provide you with some easy-to-apply tips or advice for improving
your Wildlife Photography. Some of them might seem like common sense, and you’ve probably read
a similar list of “how-to’s” elsewhere, but remember that common sense is not so common at all
these days and that everyone has their own take on things, however similar they may be. I do think I
will cover a few points that are not just based on pure technical skill – photography is after all an artform, and sometimes we need to be freed up to put down the vision we have in our mind’s eye rather than stick to conventions and norms.
Here is a quick overview of the points I will cover in this post:
 Know your gear


Know your subject



Know the “rules” | Break the “rules”



Work the light



Shoot wider | Shoot Closer



The More, the Merrier



How low can you go???



The Content-Technical Dichotomy



Patience isn’t a virtue…it’s a necessity



BE THERE & ENJOY IT!

These are the points I try to cover when leading a photographic safari or presenting a workshop as
well. Take note that I include the genre of Bird Photography in my definition of Wildlife Photography.
Let’s get cracking, shall we?

1. KNOW YOUR GEAR
This sounds like the biggest cliché…but you know it’s true. The really great action-packed moments in
wildlife photography last on average (based on my experience) between 5 and 20 seconds. If you are
not intrinsically familiar with the settings of your camera or the abilities of your chosen lens, you WILL
either miss it or blow the images you do manage to capture.
Know what the minimum shutter speed is at which you can obtain a sharp image with your camera/lens combo
Know the added margins that the in-camera or in-lens stabilization gives you
Know how to quickly toggle between focus points or focus modes
Know how high you can push your camera’s ISO setting and still achieve acceptable results
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued
In general, I like to say you need to
be able to make most, if not all, of
the necessary adjustments to your
exposure/focus settings without lifting your eye from the viewfinder.
This action you see between the
cheetahs lasted all of 10 seconds,
even though we sat with them for
more than an hour.

2. KNOW YOUR SUBJECT
Goes without saying, right? Since much of wildlife photography is based upon capturing fleeting moments of natural history, it pays to be able to somewhat predict your subject’s behavior beforehand.
Given, not every species is as predictable as
the next, but there are patterns of behavior
ingrained into every animal species. Knowing your subject can make the difference
between being ready and prepared for capturing that “golden moment” and watching
it fly by you in agony. There is only one way
to get to know wildlife…spend time with
them. Don’t just hang around for a few
minutes and seek out the next subject if the
one you are observing or photographing
isn’t delivering the goods. Sit with them.
Watch them. Wait. This also ties into patience, which I will discuss in more detail
later. This image was captured by knowing
what the Lilac-Breasted Roller was going to

do to its grasshopper-lunch, and being
ready for it.
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued

3. KNOW THE “RULES” | BREAK THE “RULES”
There are certain unwritten rules that form the foundation of good photography – regardless of
genre. And of course then there are certain “rules” that find their application mostly in the genre
of Wildlife Photography. Understanding proper exposure and the use of the histogram, for example…and proper composition using a guideline like the rule of thirds are all important aspects to
ingrain in your subconscious and to incorporate in your ability to instantly capture that fleeting
moment properly.
In this genre, much is made about eye contact with the subject, as this gives “life” to the image.
In the case of Avian Photography (Birds), this gets taken a step further in the sense that the “head
angle” in relation to the camera’s imaging
sensor needs to be at least perpendicular
to it, but ideally turned a few degrees towards the sensor (and obviously thus
turned towards the viewer who ultimately
gets to view the image captured by the
sensor).

The image at the right, for example, follows strong “rule-of-thirds” compositional
guidelines.

Once you know the “rules” and the guidelines, and once you know when and how
to apply them, it’s time to start breaking
out from them. Test the boundaries a bit,
you know? You don’t want your photos to
always look like stock-standard images
that every photographer is getting. Take a
look at this image. I mentioned the “need”
for eye contact. Yet sometimes it can work
to shoot an image in which the subject is
not giving the photographer eye contact,
as this often means the animal is busy
with something else, too busy to turn its
attention to you.
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued

4. WORK THE LIGHT
The first piece of advice I got from a professional wildlife photographer when I started shooting, is to
stick to the hours of golden light. This means getting up early in the morning and being in the field
before sunrise, and going out in the afternoon to make the most of the last hours of sunlight. The
light over midday (mostly between 11h00 and 16h00, at least where I live) is generally harsh and robs
images of that spunk that it needs. The exception is an overcast day, when the clouds act like a massive soft-box to filter out the light evenly. On days like that I shoot all day as long as there are willing
subjects!
Since photography is all about painting with light, you need to know how to use the light to your best
advantage in wildlife photography as well. Often we will find ourselves in a position where the light
isn’t ideal, or, heaven forbid, the light is sweet but from the wrong direction…and we also aren’t always in a position to move around to a better spot. The good news is that light from the wrong direction can add lots of mood to an image. Shooting into the light is tricky to pull off, but if you adhere to
tip #1 (Know your Gear) you can get some pretty interesting images from a less-than-ideal light position. The image below is one such a photo.

5. SHOOT WIDER | SHOOT CLOSER
Too many wildlife photographers get fixated on what I call the “focal-length debacle”, where it becomes an obsession to have the longest/biggest lens possible. Now I know this is location-dependent
as you might need more than 600mm just to get any shot at all in certain wide-open spaces, but the
issue I want to tackle is more related to our obsession to get as close as possible to the animals and
isolate them totally from their environment. The result is often an image that looks like it could be
taken of a captive subject in a controlled location, with a perfect smooth background and no idea of
the real environment in which it finds itself.
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued
Challenge yourself to shoot at a wider angle to give the viewer a better idea of where you took the
image and where your subject has to carve out a living in the wild. This is applicable to any species
you photograph – from the squirrel to the deer to the elephant. The elephant below was photographed with a wide-angle lens and a polarizing filter to give you a sense of the environment as well
as to make the most of the clouds and sky.

The flip side to shooting wider is – you guessed it – shooting closer…and I mean REALLY CLOSER. Get
in-your-face close (by moving your position or by changing effective focal length by using a longer
lens with optional teleconverter) to create different and interesting studies of the animals/birds you
photograph. This will also help you think in terms of more abstract compositional arrangements.
Have a look at this photo of a Cape Buffalo for example.
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued

6. THE MORE, THE MERRIER
No real intricate explanation needed on this one. In wildlife photography – one is company, and two is often a
crowd, especially when there’s food or shelter involved. If
you have a good view of more than one member of a species – stay a while! Look at the images. First up – a solitary
African Spoonbill, minding its own business on a perch,
happy as can be. Throw another Spoonbill into the mix,
and you have a recipe for good interaction.

7. HOW LOW CAN YOU GO???
This is not a trick question, nor is it a call to be “Jack-be-nimble-Jack-be-quick” and do the limbo. The
point-of-view of a wildlife photograph is just about everything. How you portray your subject can
make all the difference in the world. In short – try to get an eye-level perspective (even lower if you
can). This brings the viewer of your image right into the scene and confronts them with the view of
the world from your subject’s perspective. Obviously “eye level” is
relative (you will pretty much always be at a lower perspective
than for example a giraffe), but you get the idea. Always bear in
mind the constraints of your environment. In most reserves in
South Africa you are not allowed to get out of your vehicle in the
field. This restricts you to a certain perspective.
Look at these images for illustration. The first African Painted Dog
was photographed from an open game viewer. The result is a
somewhat bland shot – nothing special in my eyes. The second
one, however, was taken lying flat on my stomach in a sandy riverbed not 20 meters from the pack of canines, and the Alpha Male
was checking me out…this perspective makes the image come
alive.
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued

8. THE CONTENT-TECHNICALS DICHOTOMY
This is an interesting one. Does great content trump a
technically great image with average content every time?
It may be different where you live, but I am relating this
one particularly to the African safari experience. Every
tourist wants to see the “Big 5” or at least a lion. If you’ve
ever spent time around wild lions in the daytime, you will
know they are actually shoddy models for photography.
They sleep up to 20 hours per day. Conversely I have had
great photo opportunities from Impala, who are the most
common ungulate you come across down here in the
bush. My advice to the discerning photographer would be
to look for great opportunities regardless of species when
the light is good!
Have a look at the contrast between these 2 images – an
impala jumping gracefully, and a “standard” portrait of a
male lion, both in good light. Which do you prefer?

Let’s use a second example, lest it look like I am becoming blasé about the subjects I am fortunate to
be able to photograph in our wonderful part of the world…squirrels. Everyone photographs squirrels,
right? The one on top – munching something, nice soft
light, nice low angle…while at the bottom a mommy is
carrying her youngster at a precarious height over a
large branch at speed by biting down on his stomach
flap with him grasping for dear life. The light in the canopy of the tree wasn’t the best – but clearly a case of
content trumping a technically good image.
The jury is still out on this one. The awesome sightings
like lions won’t always provide the awesome images.
Learn to see the potential in the mundane to create
amazing photographic moments, and go out and make
good images. The obvious ideal is for an image with
great content in great light shot with just the right
settings – the Utopia shot that most of us will never get
right.
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10 Tips for Improving Your Wildlife Photography . . . Continued

9. PATIENCE ISN’T A VIRTUE…IT’S A NECESSITY
As a wildlife photographer, your images are predicated
on the fact that things in nature are unpredictable.
Any thing can happen at any time…but most things
happen only rarely, or at the very least, they rarely coincide with the exact time that you are in that specific
spot. It is therefore imperative that you become patient…very patient. Now, I catch myself out frequently
enough being very impatient out in the field. It’s something you constantly have to graft at. Essentially it’s
almost a culmination of many of the things we’ve discussed so far. Observing your subjects, getting to know
their behavioral patterns, requires a great deal of patience. Often the implications are that you need to return to the same spot for days before things start to
happen…and even then you run the risk of nothing
happening and having wasted your time. The image at
the right was captured after staking out the tree with
the impala kill for more than 5 hours. I had also driven
past this tree many times earlier that day to see if there was any action. I knew the leopard would
return…but I had no guarantee that it would return before nightfall.

10. BE THERE & ENJOY IT
I will conclude this lengthy article with the following advice (I do hope you haven’t been bored to
tears reading this!)…be there and enjoy it!!
By this I don’t just mean you need to physically show up and you need to be at the right place at the
right time – of course that applies – but I actually mean you need to be in the moment and don’t get
caught up so much with the technical issues and your settings that you don’t take in the moments
you are witnessing while out photographing birds and wildlife. We need to be mindful of the privilege
of spending time in nature and being in places where the hand of man hasn’t quite exerted its full
force yet. Maybe for you it’s just the most isolated spot in your local park where you can sit and observe and photograph squirrels and birds, or maybe it’s facing a wild Kodiak bear on the Alaskan
floodplains.
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Macro Photography Tips for Point and Shoot
Digital Cameras
By: Darren Rowse
Much has been written on the topic of Macro photography for those photographers fortunate
enough to own a DSLR with macro lenses – but
what about if you own a compact point and shoot
camera? Can you get great macro shots too?
While the results achievable with a point and shoot
camera in macro mode probably won’t compare
with a DSLR with a purpose built macro lens, I’ve
still seen some remarkably good shots with compact cameras (all three shots in this post were taken with compact cameras). Here are a few tips to
help you get the most out of yours:
Select Macro Mode – this is a fairly obvious first
step but I’m always surprised by how many digital camera owners haven’t explored the shooting
modes that their camera has. Macro mode is generally symbolized with a little flower and when
selected, it will tell your camera that you want to focus on a subject closer to your lens than normal (the minimum distance allowed will vary from camera to camera – consult your instruction
manual to find yours). Macro mode will also usually tell your camera to choose a large aperture so
that your subject is in focus but the background is not.
Use a Tripod – in macro photography a tripod can be particularly useful, even if you’re just
shooting with a compact camera. Keeping your camera still not only improves your shots (getting
rid of camera shake) but it allows you to play around
with different settings without losing your composition.
Aperture – once in macro mode some cameras will
not allow you to make many other adjustments but if
you are able to play with your aperture settings it can
be well worthwhile to do so. The main thing that aperture impacts is the depth of field of your shots.
Choose a small aperture (big number) if you want a
large depth of field with everything in focus or a large
aperture if you just want your main subject in focus.
In macro photography you’ll probably want a shallow
depth of field so select a larger aperture.
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Macro Photography Tips for Point and Shoot Digital Cameras . . . Continued
Focusing – I find that in macro photography it
is helpful to have full control over focusing –
especially when you have shallow depth of
fields where it is all the more important to
make sure the right part of your shot is in focus. If your camera allows manual focusing,
select this option and manually focus on the
part of our subject that is the main point of
interest.
Flash – in many macro shots having some artificial light is important. The challenge with
compact cameras is that most give you limited control of your flash. As a result choosing
a good time of day when there is plenty of
available light is probably your best bet. If
you do need more light, check to see if your
camera allows you to pull back the level at
which your flash fires. Alternatively, you
might like to try diffusing it in some way
(tissue paper or cello tape over the flash for example). Another option might be to use
some other source of artificial light or to invest in a reflector to help make the most of available light. Experiment with different methods of lighting your subject.
Take Your Shot – once you have your shot lined up and in focus, take your shot. Make sure
once you’ve taken it to take a good look at it on your LCD, zooming in to make sure that
your focusing is sharp. Try shooting at slightly different apertures with different compositions and focusing on different points of your subject to see what works best.
Macro Lens Attachments – some compact cameras actually have accessories available to
help with macro/close up photography. These will enable you to enlarge your subject and/
or decrease your minimum focal length. These might be worth investing in if you intend on
doing a lot of macro work.
Self-Timer – use a shutter cable release and tripod to make sure your shots are completely
still (to eliminate the small amount of camera shake from pressing the shutter). Most compact cameras don’t have cable releases but a simple way around this is to use your camera’s
self-timer on its shortest time setting which will similarly
mean you have no movement of your camera when taking
your shot.
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How to Photograph in the Rain
When it starts to rain, good photographers head out to take pictures

While many novice photographers head inside when the rain begins, savvy photographers will head right
out into it—and land some stunning photos. Taking photos in the rain might seem counter-intuitive, but
rain can transform an annoyingly familiar scene into one fresh and full of opportunity. In fact, the more
extreme the rain, the more drama you can capture. You just need to know how to go about it. Here are a
few tips to get you started.

How to Keep Your Camera Dry
Obviously, the first thing we have to deal with in the rain is keeping your camera dry. We all know that
electronics and water don’t mix, and no one wants to risk having their expensive camera destroyed. That
being said, unless you’re in a hurricane, keeping your camera dry is actually easier than you might think.
You just need to be prepared.

What You’ll Need:
• A waterproof camera bag. This is a good investment for any outdoor or travel photographer, whether
you plan to be shooting in the rain or not.
• A jacket for your camera. This can be as simple as a plastic bag that fits over your camera, or as fancy as
a “storm jacket.” While plastic bags are easier to work the controls through, they’re often quite unwieldy, especially when putting them on or taking them off. Storm jackets, on the other hand, are designed to fit the shape of your camera. The most affordable range from $30-$60, and believe it or not,
your camera will probably stay drier than you. They’re also compact, easy to pack, and protect from
dirt and dust as well.
• A lens hood. Lens hoods give that extra little bit of protection from drips, splatter, and wind-driven rain.
• An umbrella. While this will be obvious to some, if you’re from the Pacific Northwest (where there’s a
cultural anathema against umbrellas) or are a wilderness photographer, this might seem like a strange
thing to carry along. Yet rest assured, an umbrella can make a huge difference in being able to photograph in inclement weather, especially if you have a friend to hold it for you. If nothing else, you can
place it over your camera bag (if it’s not fully waterproof) while you’re taking your shots.
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How to Photograph in the Rain . . . Continued

How to Capture Rain
The second challenge when shooting in the rain is how to capture the rain itself. Without
the right settings and lighting, rain will often look dull, gray, and often times nearly invisible.

Choosing the Subject
The sky is the limit as to subjects for rain photography, but some subjects work better than
others. For example, unless it’s pouring or your subject is already backlit, it’ll be hard to
see the rain. That’s when you can look to puddles and other water surfaces. With enough
light, the reflections and color saturation will offer up a whole host of creative opportunities. If you’re shooting street photography, look for the moments where people are reacting to the rain. If you can capture the emotion—whether stoic determination, child-like
joy, or the dread of getting wet, you’ll have a great photo.

Settings
For most shots, you’ll probably want more than just the subject in focus. Getting everything from the background to the rain itself in focus can really look amazing, and that
means shooting with a deeper depth of field. Try starting out with f/8 and work your way
up to a tighter aperture from there.
Unless you’re going for a misty effect, you’ll also need a fairly quick shutter speed—1/250
sec or higher. With the smaller aperture, this might mean having to bump up the ISO, but
that’s ok. It’s better to have a bit of noise in a stellar photo than to lose the shot entirely.
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How to Photograph in the Rain . . . Continued

Lighting
Without interesting lighting, your rain
shots are likely to turn out flat and
gray. In landscapes, that means look
for storms that have light breaks. For
street shots, look for everything from
car lights, neon signs, and light streaming out of windows—all of these can
make for some amazing shots. If you
arrange your scene so that the subject
(and rain) is backlit, you’ll be more likely to capture the rain itself in the shot.
The main rule of thumb is to shoot as directly as you can towards the light source while
avoiding overpowering your exposure. (Your lens hood can come in quite handy here.)
If you want the raindrops to really show up, you
can also try using a bit of flash. Not a bright
flash—a -2 or -3 will do just fine. Alternatively,
use an off-camera flash or even a flashlight off to
the side to create some side-light for the rain.
Just remember, there’s really no “bad” weather
in photography—just challenges laced with opportunity. Master the challenges of rain and a
whole world of opportunity will open up for you.

Photo courtesy of Steve Halama
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How To Improve Your Insect Photography
By Ross Hoddinott

Butterflies are among my favorite subjects, and I’m often out hunting for them on fine
spring mornings. However, photographing insects can prove frustrating. They can be tricky
to locate, even if you know where to look, and are very wary.
There are also technical challenges. Shooting at a high magnification results in a shallow
depth of field, and the smallest movement appears greatly exaggerated through the viewfinder.
Once a butterfly is on the wing, I have no control over where it will stop or what’s in the
background, so I try to find one that’s still asleep. In June, this means a 5am start. I take
extreme care when walking – a careless step could kill your subject.
One morning, I came across a handful of pearl-bordered fritillaries. This individual was in
the best setting, with the bluebell adding interest and color. I used a tripod and positioned
the camera with a low, parallel viewpoint. I cut away some distracting blades of grass and
bounced light onto the butterfly’s underwing with a reflector.
I got the shot without disturbing my subject. Minutes later, the first rays of sunlight struck
the fritillary, and it woke up and flew away.
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How To Improve Your Insect Photography . . . Continued

Ross Hoddinott’s top wildlife photography tips
1. Consider your background
What you exclude from your image is often as important as what you actually feature. Always make sure to keep an eye on the background – a messy, cluttered or distracting backdrop will draw the viewer’s eye away from the subject. Selecting a large aperture will help
to throw the background nicely out of focus.
2. Manipulate natural light
When shooting close-ups, light can be limited. But if you are mere inches from your subject, then flash can prove impractical, harsh or unnatural. Where possible, use reflected
light. Employ a small reflector (or sheet of card covered in tin foil) to bounce light onto
your subject. Vary the intensity by moving it closer or further away.
3. Place your subject in context
It can be tempting to fill the entire frame with your subject, but placing it in context with
its natural surroundings will often create a stronger, more aesthetically pleasing image. Using a shorter focal length and intentionally including a slice of the subject’s environment
also helps to create a feeling of scale.

What are complementary colors?
The graphic below illustrates what is typically known as a color wheel. This diagram shows where colors appear relative to each other on the color scale. Colors facing each other are known as being complementary, which essentially means that the two colors are opposites, and when mixed in the proper
proportion, they produce a neutral color (grey, white, or black). For example, the following common
colors are complementary pairs: red and cyan, yellow and blue, and magenta and green.
When we discuss using complementary colors for artistic purposes, however, it is not necessary that the colors be exact opposites: the complementary color effect works just fine if the two colors are generally opposed to
each other on the color wheel. For example, red and blue produce a nice
complementary effect, even though they are not exact color opposites. Rm

